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OPENING ACT

TIME TESTED INNOVATION
OPENING ACT

Lobby at IMT Apartments, Dallas, TX
(Opposite page)

Do the architecture and furnishings of
your location take center stage as they
should? Draper shades act to control
glare, heat, and ultraviolet damage
without detracting from your décor.
Draper’s stronger components, better
construction, and greater durability are
backed up with our 25 year warranty.

BE INSPIRED

Lobby at Michigan State University,
East Lansing, MI

You are sure to get inspiration from
looking through Draper’s fresh and
extensive fabric selection. Whether you
are planning to complement a traditional
room, accent a bold modern décor or
filter sunlight on a purely functional level,
we have the fabric for you.

FORM FOLLOWS FUNCTION

BE INSPIRED

FORM FOLLOWS FUNCTION

Draper is one of the largest manufacturers of window shades
in North America, making quality window shades since 1902.
Whether your project involves a living room or lobby, great room
or classroom, home theater or ballroom, Draper offers easy-to-use
shades that control daylight beautifully.

Science Lab at Del Norte High School,
Albuquerque, NM

Architect Louis Sullivan coined the phrase
“Form follows function.” Each Draper
shade embodies this sentiment and is
designed to meet the specific functional
requirements of bedrooms, laboratories,
public spaces, etc. and may be operated
via clutch, crank, remote or integrated
into an automation system.

INNOVATIVE NEW CATEGORY
Introducing our new line of materials that offer a unique blend of
acoustic and lighting luxury. Walls, especially those with windows,
can produce some reverberation of noise. Absorb up to 65% of
sound with the use of Draper’s proprietary EchoControl fabric.
Providing improved acoustic comfort along with solar heat and
glare control, it’s the ultimate solution for all types of rooms—offices
& retail, sports & leisure, health care & education, hospitality and
maybe, most importantly, your home.
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HERE COMES THE SUN

FABRICS
HERE COMES THE SUN

Foyer at Eastern New Mexico University,
Portales, NM
(Opposite page)

“In my view, no space without natural light
is worthy of human occupation.” John
Saladino, Interior Designer. Solar fabrics
protect people and furnishings from harsh
sunlight and cut utility costs. They allow
for the perfect balance of light and glare
control. Choose from understated weaves
as shown or more dimensional textures.
Solar fabrics range in openness from
1% to 10%.

SCENIC OUTLOOK
SCENIC OUTLOOK

Draper appreciates the fact that everyone has different tastes and
different needs when selecting fabrics for their window coverings.
The fabrics in this collection were chosen with that in mind. Draper
offers a broad range of fabrics to suit your windows, your décor, and
your personal style.

World Trade Center, Tower Seven, New York, NY

Want to enhance your million dollar view?
Want to make sure the kids are safe in
your own back yard? Darker fabrics seem
to disappear in the window, cut glare and
allow a better view of the world beyond.
On the other hand, light-colored fabrics
are more reflective. They transmit less
light and heat than a darker color of the
same weave. Light colors also add a
degree of privacy.

BOLD STYLES
If you want to express your personal style this collection of bold
patterns and colors in a mix of translucent and room darkening
fabrics is for you!

TRANSLUCENT TEXTILES
When you want to add style and texture to a room while letting
in a more diffused light these airy fabrics offer styles ranging
from sheer to full privacy.

ROOM DARKENING
These fabrics put you in complete control of light entering a
space. They are perfect for bedrooms, boardrooms or any other
spaces that require privacy and darkness on demand. Room
darkening fabrics are available in a wide selection of textures
and colors.

SHEERWEAVE® FABRICS
®

Draper is proud to offer fabrics from Phifer.
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MOTORIZED FLEXSHADE®

FLEXSHADES

®

MOTORIZED FLEXSHADES®
A sensible and beautiful shading option.
Motorized shades offer the ultimate in
comfort and convenience. Pushing a
button on a switch, hand held remote, or
even an app offers instantaneous control,
allowing you to truly take advantage
of the natural light in your space. It’s a
remarkable option that also saves energy
and protects the room, furnishings and
décor from UV damage.

MANUAL FLEXSHADES®

MANUAL FLEXSHADE®

MANUAL FLEXSHADE®

User friendly chain operated shades
protect this patio from glaring sunlight.
Light colored fabric helps to keep the
patio cool and adds a sense of privacy.
Dark colored fabrics help with glare
control and maintaining your view. Chain
operation allows consistency in how
the shades are lowered, giving a more
uniform look from the outside. Clutch
shades with a 1.5” roller size can be
upgraded to a motorized 24V shade
or a battery operated shade.

Not just window dressing, our FlexShade® serves several important
purposes—glare control, privacy, security, UV protection, energy
savings, and perhaps most importantly…they look fantastic!
Controlling natural light is useful, even necessary, and we allow you
to do this in a way that complements your room design. Each one is
custom built to order to satisfy these functional and aesthetic criteria.
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MOTORIZED FLEXSHADE®

HARDWARE & CONTROLS
MOTORIZED FLEXSHADE®
Draper motorized shades offer simple
operation, luxury and convenience. They
are a necessity for clerestory windows,
large windows, stairwells, gymnasiums
or spaces that are hard to reach…like
that window over the bathtub in your
master bedroom. Remember that
motorized shades offer the convenience
we long for when rushing late to a
meeting that still needs setting up for
the video conferencing call or when
snuggling in for an evening at home to
block out the craziness of the world.

Just as accessories complete a room, the right hardware can
complete the look of the window dressing. With polished concrete
floors and exposed beams, the minimal look of a shade in brackets
may be perfect. Sometimes the installation calls for something more.

Control comes with the simple push of
a button. However you want to control
your system, we can make it happen.
Motorized shades—various 115V, 24V,
and battery options—can be interfaced
with automation systems through simple
relays. Handheld transmitters, wireless
wall switches, whole home or building
automation systems…the choices are
limited only by your imagination.

Fascia Options

Fabric Bronze
Wrapped

Ivory

White

Clear
(Anodized)
Aluminum

Black

Radius
Fascia

Square
Fascia

HARDWARE DETAILS
Fascia is a square or radius aluminum
valance that covers the front and
bottom of the shade roller. Fascia
offers a more complete, finished look
and comes in five powder-coated
finishes or may be fabric wrapped to
match your shade.

the room when not in use, keeping your
windows free of obstructions. Also offered
in five powder-coated finishes.
If going with a manual shade, the standard
bead chain is stainless steel. White, ivory,
brown, and black are also available.

Headboxes cover not only the front
and bottom but also the back of the
roller shade. This hides the roller
from the exterior view, creating a
more cohesive and clean look from
outside. Pocket-style headboxes allow
shades to completely disappear from
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TEEN’S BEDROOM

GRAPHIC SHADES
TEEN’S BEDROOM
How do you make your little girl’s room
seem more grown up? Personalize it
with an image of her choice, she will be
amazed with the difference a graphic
image can make. You provide the artwork
and we’ll do the rest.

HEADS UP HAIR SALON
These graphic shade panels offer a sense
of privacy to the stylists and clients while
keeping with the chic décor of the salon.
The printed image is visible on both
sides creating the feel of a wall without
closing off the space permanently.
This allows the salon owner to easily
reconfigure the space yet keep the décor
fresh and modern.

BE THE CENTER OF ATTENTION
YoJohnny! Frozen Yogurt Shop,

HEADS UP HAIR SALON

BE THE CENTER OF ATTENTION

Draper Graphic Shades give you an opportunity to make your
window coverings unique. They create a focal point within a room
or to the outside world, act as effective signage and provide a burst
of color. Draper graphic shades can include custom printed images,
logos, photos, illustrations or text messages on any of our interior
shade models.

YoJohnny! Frozen Yogurt is using their
graphic shades for a fun pop of advertising
to the outside world. Bright colors and a
simple message draw the eye to the store
front, inviting you to have a seat as you
enjoy your treat. These particular graphic
shades allow them to market their brand,
welcome potential customers, and control
natural light all at the same time. These
shades are featured on two sides of their
building and have made a huge impact on
passersby. The vibrant shades allow for a
greater visual presence than the restricted
outside signage.
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"

Quality is never an accident; it is always the result of high
intention, sincere effort, intelligent direction and skillful execution;
it represents the wise choice of many alternatives."
—William A. Foster
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